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Abstract—The first step in Structures Health Monitoring 

(SHM), are determining the location, intensity and type 

of damage in structures. Crack is a damage that often 

occurs in structural elements and may cause serious 

ruptures in the structure. One of the important approaches 

is the wavelet analysis of vibration modes structures. In 

this study, it has been performed the crack detection 

method in steel cantilever beam structure, using an 

optimized wavelet-based model. The wavelet analysis has 

been performed based on the higher orders of the 

structure’s mode shapes. The results show that the 

proposed method is able to accurately detect all kinds of 

cracks, in which the cracks location are variable. In this 

study also, cracks with length of 20%, 10%, 5% and 2% 

of the beam’s depth have been considered and one of the 

most prominent results is introducing a method for 

detecting robust and environmental noisy cracks. The 

proposed method is capable of accurately detecting crack 

in the cantilever beams in noisy conditions about 20 dB 

of SNR. 

 

Index Terms—Structures Health Monitoring, Cantilever 

Beam, Wavelet Analysis, Crack Detection, Mode Shape. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In context of Structures Health Monitoring (SHM), the 

discovery of damage in structures has a special standing. 

The first step in rehabilitation of structures’ behavior, is 

determining the location, intensity and type of damage in 

structural elements. Cracks are a damage that often 

occurs in structural elements and may cause serious 

collapse in the structure. Many non-destructive methods 

are discovered based on the changes in the dynamic 

properties of the structure (frequencies, mode shapes, 

transfer functions, etc.), which are caused by damage. 

According to vibrations dynamics, analysis of these 

changes can make it possible to detect cracking. 

Dimarogonas et al, as a preliminary idea, modeled the 

crack as a localized softness, experimentally and studied 

the equivalent hardness [1]. Gudmaunson [2], by using 

the chaotic-based method to predicted the changes in the 

natural frequencies generated by the cracks in the 

structure. Rizos et al, proposed a method for use to 

measure the amplitude of mode shapes at two points in 

the cantilever beam, which is shaken in one of its natural 

modes [3]. Such studies have been continuing as 

important challenges in this media. The first parameter 

used to diagnose the health of structures is the natural 

frequency of the vibration in which the natural frequency 

of the structure is obtained locally using special 

equipment and then compared with the normal frequency 

of the health structure. Farrar et al. [4], investigated the 

damage of the bridge by identifying changes in the 

natural frequency. They found that there was a slight 

change in frequency when the severity of one of the main 

controllers was significantly reduced. The natural 

frequency of the structure is a general characteristic of the 

structure and it is only capable of detecting structural 

failure and will not give any information about the 

location or the severity of the failure. Another method is 

to use the mode shape fashion. The West's research, [5] 

was one of the first investigations to detect a failure using 

a mode shape form without using the finite element 

modeling. In their research, the correlation between the 

same structure, before and after loading, is determined 

and the location of the failure is recognized as a 

comparison. The Fox study showed that West's method 

for detecting some failures has defects, and therefore 

suggests using more points to measure the mode shapes 

[6]. Ratcliffe proposed the other dynamic characteristic 

that has been considered the curvature of the mode shape. 

The mode shape curvature actually represents the second 

derivative of the mode shape. The curvature is related to 

the strain of the surface of the test member, and therefore, 

with changes in stiffness due to the failure, the curvature 

mode will also be changed locally [7].  

The Fourier transform provides information about the 

frequencies in a signal. However, it does not provide any 

information since the occurrence of a specific frequency. 

A useful method for this purpose is to analyze wavelet 

signals that do not have this problem. Wavelet transforms 

can detect many unknown aspects of information that 

other signal analysis methods can't detect. The main idea 

of detecting damage by a wavelet is that the damage to 

the structures can create singular or single points in the 

form of a mode shape of the structure. The study of 
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Banks and colleagues [8], was one of the first published 

papers on crack discovery using the wavelet method. This 

paper presents an attempt to identify cracks in a beam 

with a simple support. Loutridis et al, identified double 

cracks by analyzing the position of the cracks as the main 

vibration mode of a double cracked cantilever beam using 

continuous wavelet transformation [9]. They determined 

the position of the cracks, by displacement response 

calculation of the considered beam using wavelet 

transform. Wavelet transform computed for scales 1 

through 25 with sym4 wavelet function. It was found that 

wavelet transform coefficients exhibit high values at the 

cracks’ location. Sherif et al, using a wavelet transform 

and piezoelectric stimuli to detect collapse in bridges. In 

this method, data from vibration signals were used to 

identify the failure in a steel bridge of railway lines and 

results of the mathematical and empirical model of the 

bridge were also compared [10]. Studies by Jeon et al, 

using the wavelet analysis, introduced a crack detection 

method in a steel frame structure. This method is based 

on an algorithm for image processing by wavelet analysis 

that detects crack images of the oxidized material on 

elements [11]. Yong et al, discovered the location of 

cracks in beam structures by the combination of wavelet 

analysis and fractal dimension. They used a wavelet 

method to analyze the mode shape of the crack and found 

that small cracks can't be detected and require the use of 

fractal dimension. Also they performed their study on the 

cantilever beam and validated their method by simulating 

the effectiveness of the method [12]. Abdulkareem et al, 

investigated a diagnosis of damage in a steel plate. They 

used a combination of modes healthy structures and 

faulty structures and used the analysis as a two-

dimensional wavelet transform method [13]. Most of the 

reported wavelet transformations are devoted to the first 

mode shape, and even to the three of first modes. This is 

because the lower-order mode shape is much easier to 

achieve than the higher order. Okafor et al, examined 

three laboratory forms of modes and six forms of 

numerical mode shape for a cantilever beam by wavelet 

analysis. They conclude that the first and third transverse 

sections of the damage site are clearly shown, but the 

second form of the mode is unsuccessful, since damage 

occurs in the empty space passing through zero for the 

second mode shape [14]. Another study showed that 

damage may occur in places with poor sensitivity for 

certain modal forms. Consequently, neither the lower 

mode forms nor any of the higher single modes can be 

considered as useful for detecting the damage by default. 

They also stated that accessible modes or practical 

reflective forms should be reviewed [15]. In a numerical 

study by Castro et al, the quality of the damage detection 

was studied based on the order of vibrational modes, 

which formulated the modes order effect on damage 

detection. They stated that higher-order modes are better 

suited to detect damage [16]. Modal analysis in high 

degrees due to technical constraints has been extremely 

difficult until recently, while high-level modes contain 

useful information. With the advent of laser shake-

scanning, it was possible to analyze the higher degrees of 

modes shape. The wavelet analysis has been done on 

damage detection in a steel cantilever beam by examining 

higher degrees of mode shapes. He studied the efficiency 

of wavelet analysis by higher-order mode shapes for the 

beam and by examining the first eight modes, verified the 

effectiveness of continuous wavelet analysis [17]. Naresh 

et al, studied simulation of up to 10 mode shapes in this 

sector [18]. 

According to the literature review of this field, 

although various studies have been carried out by 

researchers in this field, the methods for detecting cracks 

in structures such as cantilever beam have been optimized, 

so that present studies have a large dispersion. 

Researchers of this domain have reported different 

wavelets and sometimes they have also used conflicting 

features. In the present study, it has been provided a 

method for detecting cracks in the structure of a steel 

cantilever beam, using a wavelet analysis and optimized 

it based on mode shapes. What kind of wavelet function 

and method for tracking cracks in the beam are optimal 

and provide better results, also have been examined. The 

purpose of this study was to provide a non-destructive 

method for crack detection using optimal wavelet 

analysis on the cantilever steel structure by determining 

the type of optimal wavelet analysis. The application of 

this research results is in all structural industries such as 

constructions, tunneling, oil and gas installations, etc. 

Finally, we are going to implement a basic reference 

method that analyzes the wavelet on the higher mode 

shapes on the beam and then, will find out the basic 

problems of this method to provide a total solution. In the 

next step, it was evaluated in different types of cracks in 

the cantilever beam, cracks with different distances from 

the support, multiple cracks on the structure, Crack with 

depth of 20%, 10%, 5% and 2% of the beam height and 

check the crack detection in noisy conditions. 

 

II.  A REVIEW OF WAVELET ANALYSIS 

Most of the reported signal analysis methods are based 

on Fourier transform, which transforms each signal into 

an infinite group of complex exponential functions, each 

of which has different frequencies. In fact, the Fourier 

transform takes a signal from the spatial domain to the 

frequency domain, so in this transformation it is not 

possible to detect the time (space) which a special 

occurrence. In order to correct this defect, a method 

called wavelet analysis was presented. The wavelet 

analysis specification is that wavelet analysis can show 

the location of breakpoints and singular or single points 

in a function (the main idea of detecting damage by a 

wavelet). The wavelet of a given function is assumed to 

be with a mean of zero, and the expansion is in terms of 

the transitions and the change in the scale. The wavelet 

transform can show the important characteristics of the 

signal in the time-frequency domain. 

A.  Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) 

Assume that ψ (t) is a function with real or complex 

value in the space of square-integral functions and with 
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the mean zero. We call the function ψ (t) as a wavelet if 

the following conditions are true: 
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Where the * represents the mixed conjugate [19]. 

 

 

Fig.1. Filtering process in DWT analysis 

 

Fig.2. Three examples of Daubechies family wavelets [20] 

B.  Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) 

In discrete wavelet analysis, we often talk about 

approximation and detailed coefficients. The 

approximation coefficients have a high scale and low 

frequency signal components. The details have low scale 

and the frequency components are high. The filtration 

process, at the basic level, is as shown in Fig. 1. The main 

signal S passes through two complementary filters, and 

after sampling, it converts to two signals, which these 

filters are made up of wavelet functions [20]. 

C.  Wavelet Functions  

For wavelet functions, ψ, various suggestions such as 

Haar, Morlet, Mexican hats, are presented. Ingride 

Daubechies, one of the most prominent researchers in the 

wavelet domain, has invented a wavelet function known 

as orthonormal wavelet; the name of the wavelets family 

is written in dbN, where db represents the wavelet's name 

and N is the wavelet order. In Figure 2, you will see three 

wavelet types of the Daubechies family as samples. These 

wavelets have properties that have led us to be used to 

conduct our current research [21-24]. These 

characteristics are: time-invariant, fast calculations, sharp 

pass bands in a filter that minimizes the effects of the 

boundary between frequency bands. 

 

III.  DETECTING THE CRACKS BY WAVELET ANALYSIS ON 

HIGHER VIBRATIONAL MODES 

The general technique for crack detection is as 

following: for a given one-dimensional signal (for 

example f(x), that here it is the shape of a cantilever 

beam), the wavelet transform can find the singular points 

in the f(x). The location of the damage is obtained by 

finding the points of the continuous wavelet transform 

module that is maximal. The wavelet transform modulus 

(WTM) is equal to the absolute magnitude of a 

continuous wavelet transform. Choosing the appropriate 

wavelet function type is vital for effective application of 

wavelet analysis in identifying damage. Using wavelet 

functions that produce the highest number of coefficients 

close to zero makes it easier to identify damage. In this 

case, strong singular values are observed only in the 

places where the damage occurs. For example, Gaussian 

wavelets were tested in [17], which could be the best 

candidates for damage detection by transforming a 

continuous one-dimensional wavelet. In that research, 

numerical simulations were carried out on the first eight 

mode shapes. The CWT, by the Gaussian wavelet family, 

is computed on the eight of first mode shapes of the 

beam.. The selected wavelet functions produce the most 

near-zero wavelet coefficients and generate non-zero 

values at the damage location. The crack will appear on 

the WTM curve for the eight mode shapes. We will 

continue to implement this technique and present its 

drawbacks and provide a solution. 

 

IV.  IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GENERAL CRACK 

DETECTION TECHNIQUE 

The profile of the underlying cantilever beam is similar 

to the cantilever beam modeling in reference [17], which 

both Euler-Bernoulli modeling and practical experiments 

have been studied, and their results can be considered as a 

benchmark for the current research results. The profile of 

the cantilever beam is as follows: a steel cantilever beam 

in accordance with Fig.3, and its parameters as a 

198.25GPa elastic modulus, a mass density of 7718.59 

kg/m3 and a Poisson factor of 0.3. The cross section is 

square with a surface of 1cm2, and length of the beam is 

40cm. In addition, the depth of cracking on the beam is 

expressed in percentage of beam height. In the present 

study, we use two softwares ABAQUS and MATLAB 

[20, 25].  

In order to model the cantilever beam and solve the 

problem, we use the finite element method with the 

ABAQUS software. To do this, we created and perform 

mesh process for beam using the software. Then, we 

obtained the eight first mode shapes (natural frequencies) 

by calculating eigenvalues by the LANCZOS method. 

The crack is placed with a depth of 20% of the beam 

height, i.e. a crack with a depth of 2 mm in the beam. The 
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crack distance from the support-end is xd=0.201m and 

the crack width is also 0.002m. Fig.4. shows the modeled 

beam. We first got the mode shapes for the cracked beam. 

Fig.5 shows the displacement movements obtained from 

the beam by vibration in the first to the eighth modes. It is 

observed that in some mode shapes like mode eighth in 

the place of the existence of a crack, a very small singular 

point has arisen that indicates an occurrence at that point 

where wavelet analysis can detect it. After having mode 

shape, they are delivered as a signal to be analyzed with 

MATLAB. First, we use continuous wavelet analysis or 

CWT according to the conventional method used in the 

reference literature. 

 

 

Fig.3. the dimension of underlying cantilever beam 

 

 
 

Fig.4. A beam with a crack with depth of 0.002m (equivalent to 20% of  the beam height) at a distance of xd=0.201m from the support end. 
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Fig.5. Eight mode shapes for a beam with crack at xd=0.201m from the support.
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Fig.6. The WTM curves obtained for the first to eighth mode shapes for the cracked beam 

According to Fig. 6, the results of Wavelet analysis 

showed that increasing the amount of WTM amplitudes 

in the crack location indicates a good location recognition 

that was better in the seventh mode analysis than in 

others. So far, we have done the simulation in accordance 

with the usual technique in the articles in this area. 

 

V.  THE DRAWBACK OF THE CWT METHOD IN GENERAL 

TECHNIQUE  

With general technique, continuous wavelet analysis 

was used on the first to eighth mode shapes signals [17]. 

But their methodology has challenges that must be taken 

into consideration. They used the Gaussian family of 

wavelet function in the continuous CWT transform 

method, and according to literature in this area, that 

wavelet family had the best results in detecting cracks in 

cantilever beams. It should be noted that the family of 

Gaussian wavelet functions itself contains various 

functions such as gaus1, gaus2, etc. In fact, the Gaussian 

function is derived and new functions are created. 

We analyzed signals of mode shapes with different 

families of wavelets by the CWT method, and we 

confirm the previous reports, which the best results are 

produced with the Gaussian family. But there are some 

important points in this regard.  

First, in a time-consuming process, for each mode of 

the first to eighth, it should be examined separately to 

determine which type of function is appropriate for the 

Gaussian function family. For example, according to 

Fig.6, we checked for the first mode of the whole 

Gaussian family and after analyzing the signal, we finally 

realized that the gaus3 wavelet has the best result. We 

tried again for the second and found that the gaus6 

wavelet had the best answer, and so on. But, just with 

change the place of crack or change its depth, that 

function of the wavelets does not suit the correct answer; 

and again, all Gaussian functions must be observed to see 

which function is suitable for the mode shapes. This 

scenario point is a fundamental problem. Because we 

were already aware of this example, and we knew that the 

cantilever beam was defective and cracked, and knew 

where it was, we watched different wavelets to see which 
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one finally finds the cracks. In general, such a way does 

not respond if the cracks and its location are unknown 

and we do not know and want to find it. In the meanwhile, 

it may be defective, and basically a good wavelet for that 

mode is not found at all. Interestingly, this family of 

wavelets (Gaussian) has had the best response and results. 

Therefore, finding the appropriate wavelet analysis 

method is an important issue to consider. Next problem is 

about crack detection in which mode shape. With the 

change of the cracks in the beam, it is observed that any 

mode shape has one or more regions in which the 

sensitivity to damage detection is lost by CWT. The 

reason for the presence of blind areas is that these places 

are in places where the size of the shape of the mode is 

zero (the place of the Mode nodes). Higher order of mode 

shapes have more blind points. Therefore, it can be said 

that higher modes, although they are more sensitive to 

damage and detect them better, but with the disadvantage 

that there are more blind spots for them. Therefore, 

because a crack may not affect some mode shape, in 

order to detection of cracks, the wavelet analysis of all 

the mode shapes must be checked. According to the 

above, finding the appropriate wavelet analysis method is 

an important issue to be addressed. 

At the endpoints of the beam, in which the CWT 

wavelet analysis points create large coefficients that may 

be identified with a mismatch. This topic is referred to the 

turbulence problem of the terminal region of the signal. 

As mentioned, continuous wavelet transformation is 

defined as the integral of the multiplication of the wavelet 

function in an indefinite length signal function, whereas 

the mode shape that is evaluated as the input signal is 

limited in length. As a result, distortion occurs at the 

extreme edges (at the base of the support). In this 

situation, the wavelet coefficients at the end of the signal 

will be relatively large, and these points should not be 

identified as damage locations. This issue is not problem 

of our study and can solve easily with some tricks such as 

extrapolation which was discussed in some studies [17]. 

 

VI.  PROPOSED METHOD FOR CRACK DETECTION BY 

WAVELET ANALYSIS OF MODE SHAPE  

Based on the results, we propose using a DWT method 

and a proper family wavelet function instead of applying 

the CWT method. A new approach is proposed in this 

section. Instead of survey the entire mode shapes, we use 

this method; according to Fig.7, first, we obtain the mode 

shapes and normalize them in range 1 and -1. Then, the 

sum of all the mode shapes is computed. In replace of the 

eight signal categories, we get one signal that we apply 

DWT for it. Thus, regardless of which crack appear in 

which mode shape, it will appear in a single category of 

final wavelet coefficients. So, firstly, there is only a 

single mode shape, then it is necessary to find only one 

wavelet function. Secondly, the cracks can be detected by 

the DWT of a single mode shape as the final result, and it 

is not necessary to check all the primary mode shapes.  

 

 

Fig.7. Proposed method for detection of cracks by combining the mode shapes 

For the effective use of the discrete wavelet transform 

method (DWT), it is necessary to use a family wavelet 

function. To this end, we propose the functions of the 

wavelet family of the Daubechies [21]. We recommend 

this family after repeated surveys and simulations on 

different cracks and their success. It should be noted that 

bringing the results of detecting the cracks on the beam 

for all types of wavelet families, within each family of 

functions, is outside the scope and requirements of this 

paper, but it should be noted that we have several types of 

discrete wavelets in various simulations have been 

investigated frequently and we have seen that the 

Daubechies family has made the best results to others. So, 

we chose it as the main wavelet.  

 

VII.  SIMULATION RESULTS  

In this section, we present the simulation result of the 

proposed method in several different detection situations. 

A.  Detecting crack at different intervals
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In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the method, 

we create a crack at a depth of 20% of the beam height, is 

a crack with a depth of 2 mm in the beam. We perform 

our proposed method for four positions of crack for 

examples.  The  distance of crack from support of beam is 

at 4 sites: xd1=0.021m, xd2=0.201m, xd3=0.251m and 

xd4=0.381m. As shown in Fig. 8, the position of crack is 

clearly seen, which is well illustrated by the success of 

the method in crack detection. It is no longer necessary to 

check the wavelet analysis of the single modes and can 

easily identify the position of the crack from a final 

wavelet analysis form. 

B.  Detection of more than one crack 

In order to study the efficiency of the method in 

detecting more than one crack simultaneous on the beam, 

we simulate other states. Firstly, we create two cracks at a 

depth of 20% of the beam height, i.e. cracks with a depth 

of 2 mm in the beam. The first crack distance from the 

support is xd1=0.021m and the crack width is also 0.002m. 

The second crack is at xd2=0.201m with the same width 

as the previous one. As shown in Fig. 8, this simulation 

shows that the detection of cracks is well done. In the 

second simulation, we create three cracks at a depth of 

20% of the beam height, i.e. cracks with a depth of 2 mm 

in the beam. The first crack distance from the support is 

xd1 = 0.021m and the crack width is also 0.002m.  The 

second and third cracks are at xd2=0.201m and 

xd3=0.251m, respectively. As shown in Fig. 9, this 

simulation also shows how well the cracks are detected. 
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Fig.8a. Detection of crack at xd1=0.021m from beam support using the proposed method 
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Fig.8b. Detection of crack at xd2=0.201m from beam support using the proposed method 
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Fig.8c. Detection of crack at xd3=0.251m from beam support using the proposed method
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Fig.8d. Detection of crack at xd4=0.381m from beam support using the proposed method 
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Fig.9a. Detection of cracks in the beam with two cracks at xd1=0.021m and xd2=0.201m 
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Fig.9b. Detection of crack in the beam with three cracks at xd1=0.021m,  xd1=0.201m and xd2=0.251m 
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Fig.10a. Detection of crack in the beam with crack at xd=0.201m and depth of 10% of beam height
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Fig.10b. Detection of crack in the beam with crack at xd=0.201m and depth of 5% of beam height 
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Fig.10c. Detection of crack in the beam with crack at xd=0.201m and depth of 2% of beam height 

C.  Detection of cracks at various depths 

In order to check the efficiency of the method in 

detecting cracks at different depths, we created a cracks 

at 0.201m and made it at four depths of 20%, 10%, 5% 

and 2% of the height of the beam equivalent to 0.001m 

and 0.0005m and 0.0002 simulations. See the result in 

Fig. 10. It can be seen that the location of the occurrence 

of the crack has been well recognized. The amplitude of 

the wavelet coefficients can also indicate the depth of 

cracking to some extent. 
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Fig.11. An example of noise that is supplemented to ideal mode shapes 

waveform signals 

D.  Investigation of noise conditions in the proposed 

method for detection of crack 

The most important factor in detecting damage in 

structures such as crack is noise discussion. When in 

practical mode shapes signals are recorded as Operating 

deflection shape (ODS), it contains noises. In order to 

show the performance of our proposed method in noisy 

conditions, we show it with a simulation. At this stage, 

we create a crack at a depth of 20% of the height of the 

beam, i.e. a crack with a depth of 2 mm in the beam. The 

crack distance from the stand is xd=0.201m and the crack 

width is also 0.002m. To illustrate the effect of noise, we 

add noise to simulated forms of mode shapes to simulate 

the behavior of the real environment. To this end, we add 

random noise to modal signals. Fig.11 shows a sample of 

noise that is added to clean signals. The noise in this 

figure for ideal modal signals (i.e. clean and no noise) 

creates a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 20dB. The SNR 

ratio is, according to the definition, SNR = 20 × log (S / 

N) where S is the signal energy and N is the noise energy. 

We used the most comprehensive noise, the white noise 

of the Gaussian.  

The first to eighth waveform curves after adding noise 

with SNR = 20dB were obtained as shown in Fig.12. It is 

noticeable that noise effectively damaged the mode 

shapes. In Fig.13, see the results of implementing our 

proposed method by implementing DWT on the sum of 

mode shapes. It is observed that the crack (at xd=0.201m 

from the support) is well detected with a noise signal with 

SNR = 20dB. 
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Fig.12. First to eighth mode shapes after adding noise with SNR = 20dB 
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Fig.13. Results from the proposed DWT method, after adding noise 

with SNR = 20dB 

VIII.  CONCLUSION  

In this research, wavelet analysis was performed based 

on the mode shapes of higher orders of the structure. First, 

we examined what kind of wavelet function and method 

for tracking cracks in the cantilever beam are optimal and 

provides more suitable results. Then, with the simulation 

of the basic conventional method that performed the 

wavelet analysis on the all mode shapes on the cantilever 

beam, we proposed a solution to improve it. 

Finally, using our proposed technique, we evaluated it 

in different types of cracks in the cantilever beam. In the 

first result of this study, we distinguish the DWT method 

more suitable than CWT method by performing some 

experimental simulations.  

According to literature, conventional method using 

high order mode shapes, it need to use a wavelet function 

for each Mode shape. Moreover, since mode shapes are 

influenced by the position, intensity and depth of the 

cracks, naturally, the pre-determined wavelet function do 

not act properly by new cracks with different 
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characteristics (e.g. location and depth). So, to find the 

proper functions, we went through simulation of various 

types of functions known in the DWT space, and it has 

been found the db3 best function of the Daubechies 

family. The fact that the db3 function produces more 

appropriate results suggests that wavelet analysis is able 

to extract the singular points of the given signal (the 

mode shape of the cracked beam), and the more distinct 

points are more similar to the wavelet function. So, as the 

second result, the db3 function as the best wavelet 

function for this problem has been found. 

By implementing the proposed method on a number of 

simulations, it shown that the proposed method is able to 

crack cracks with a variety of distances from the support, 

multiple cracks on the structure, Cracks with length of 

20%, 10%, 5%, and 2% of the beam depth with a careful 

look. 

The most important and prominent feature of this 

technique is in the discussion of the conditions of the 

noise signal, which is vital in realizing the practicality of 

any method. It shown that the proposed method is 

capable of detecting cracks in beams with recorded noisy 

signals. 
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